
Putting 59 Caddy Lights On a Kawasaki Drifter  
 

All credit  goes to greenbarn who helped me with this mod. 

The first thing you need to do is order the right lights. Go to Ebay and type in  

 “1959 Cadillac rat rod red tail lights 59 Caddy”   They should look like this. 

 



 

Notice that there are 2 wires coming from the back? They are dual filament bulbs where the old lights 

are only signal lights these will allow running lights and signal lights. But you need to install a ground 

wire because the metal housing will not be grounded to the frame of the bike.  

 Get a thin wire, put a small ring connector on it , drill a small hole in the bottom of the housing and 

connect it with a self tapping screw  near the center not on the outside of the bottom of the housing.  

Note: It’s best to tackle this job by removing the back fender from the bike. Here’s a video I made last 

year describing how to remove the fenders, it doesn’t take that long really. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pbsB1G2gCN8 

With the fender off. 
Remove the back brake light, unplugging the wires to the signals being careful to mark each one so as 

not to confuse them later. The black wire with yellow stripe is the ground I think? You will need to splice 

into a ground wire with your new grounds from your signals.  

Next remove the signal lights from the rail, there is a nut that holds the signal lights together on the 

rail that the wires pass through. Make sure you remember how they came apart as they will have to go 

together the same way, there are bushings and spacers. 

With the signal lights detached remove the lens and bulbs. You will see a metal tab that is sticking out 

that holds the bulb holder (socket) in place. You need to grab this with a pair of pliers and yank it out. I 

can’t remember if there is anything else holding the socket in there. There may have been some screws 

if there is they have to come out.  

You should now be able to remove the socket and wiring from the light fixture.  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pbsB1G2gCN8


Next I had to take the new housing and find the three locations for the screws that held the lens in 

place, mark them out on the housing and drill holes. Pull all three wires through opening to conduit and 

screw housing into place. I used silicone to seal housing to fixture as they are close in diameter and I was 

concerned about water getting into fixture in behind housing. 

Issue I had   
The wires were too thick to go through the fixture (the metal conduit) I had to get a drill bit and ream 

the conduit out to fish the wires through. It was a really tight fit!  

Now comes the installation of the lights back on the rails with all bushings . 

Wiring,   
I used the manual to identify running lights and signal lights, I would recommend you get that 

sorted out before you even start. They will be all colour coded and if you marked them out 

before disassembly you should be alright.  

Using a 12 volt power supply I verified the lights were working from the connections behind 

the brake light before installing brake light and fender as it is a pain to have to pull the fender off 

each time to make corrections.  

Now I have to say that greenbarn pointed out to me a problem with doing this mod namely it adds a 

whole lot of weight to the fixture and the bushings which are made of rubber for shock absorption will  

tend to sag. His solution was to replace the drifter fixtures with Harley fixtures that are more robust. 

What I did was make new bushings out of hard plastic and put grub screws in place to hold them 

from turning. Also I broke the pins that hold the fixtures to the rubber bushings and replaced them with 

roll pins further beefing up the fixtures. I ordered plastic round bar on Amazon for this. 

Acetal Copolymer Round Rod, Opaque Black, Standard Tolerance, ASTM D6778, 1-1/2" 

Diameter, 12" Length $19.36 

 



 



 

 


